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1.

INTRODUCTION

Late CMOS scaling results in the reduction of device reliability
[1]. Single-event upset (SEU) due to cosmic rays or high energy
particles [2] [3] is one of the most important reliability issues. A
transient bit-flip error at a gate output or directly at a latch or flipflop due to SEU may propagate through the circuit and be captured
by a latch or flip-flop, which may affect the circuit functionality for
the next several clock cycles and result in chip-level transient soft
errors.
Unlike ASICs, SEU may affect configuration SRAMs in FPGAs
and may result in permanent soft error rate, which cannot be recovered unless re-writing those affected SRAMs [4]. On the other
hand, SEU may still result in transient SER if the combinational
part of an FPGA circuit is affected. Figure 1 compares permanent
and transient SER at the sea-level for FPGAs under different ITRS
technology nodes [5]1 . SER is measured in number of failures in
one billion hours (FIT). It is clear that transient SER is becoming
increasingly significant compared to permanent SER and can be no
longer ignored. A similar trend has been observed for microprocessors [6]. Moreover, permanent SER detection and correction
using various system-level redundancy techniques [4][3] have been
extensively studied for FPGAs. In this paper, we therefore consider
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Along with the charge collection slope trend in [6], we
and simulation algorithm for transient SER analysis,
model for SRAMs in [2] for permanent SER analysis.
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Late CMOS scaling reduces device reliability, and existing
work has studied the permanent SER (soft error rate) for
conﬁguration memory in FPGA extensively. In this paper, we show that continuous CMOS scaling dramatically
increases the signiﬁcance of FPGA chip-level transient soft
errors in circuit elements other than conﬁguration memory,
and transient SER can no longer be ignored. We then develop an eﬃcient, yet accurate, transient SER evaluation
method, called trace based methodology, considering logic,
electrical and latch-window maskings. By collecting traces
on logic probability and sensitivity and re-using these traces
for diﬀerent device settings, we ﬁnally perform device and
architecture concurrent optimization considering hundreds
of device and architecture combinations. Compared to the
commonly used FPGA architecture and device settings, device and architecture concurrent optimization can reduce
the transient SER by 2.8X and reduce the product of energy, delay and transient SER by 1.8X.

transient SER optimization for FPGAs and use SER to represent
transient SER for the rest of the paper unless otherwise specified.
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Figure 1: Comparison between permanent and transient sea-level SER for FPGAs (N=8, k=4) across
technology nodes using MCNC benchmarks.
SEU strongly depends on device parameters, e.g. supply voltage,
Vdd , and threshold voltage, Vth [2], as well as FPGA architecture parameters, e.g. cluster/LUT sizes. In this paper, we propose the first
study on device and architecture concurrent optimization for FPGA
SER. Similar to [7], we define hyper-architecture as the combination of device (Vdd and Vth ) and architectural parameters (cluster
size N and LUT size k). The total number of hyper-architecture
combinations can be easily over a few hundred. However, all the
existing SER measurement methods [8] and SER simulation algorithms based on fault injection [9] and analytical methods such as
[10] are all inefficient to explore the huge hyper-architecture solution space. An accurate, yet extremely efficient, SER evaluation
method is required for the concurrent optimization.
We develop a trace based simulation for FPGA chip-level SER
considering logic, electrical and latch-window maskings. Compared to the Monte Carlo SER simulation based on fault injection,
the trace based simulation is highly accurate and efficient with an
average error of 0.04% and a speedup of 1000X for SER analysis.
We then perform device and architecture concurrent optimization
for FPGA chip-level SER. Overall, device and architecture concurrent tuning leads to a 4.6X difference in SER. Compared to the
baseline hyper-architecture similar to a commercial one [11] with
delay and energy optimized, the hyper-architecture with minimum
SER (min-SER) reduces SER by 2.8X. In general, a larger cluster/LUT size, or a higher Vdd /Vth may lead to a smaller chip-level
SER. We further consider the energy, delay and SER tradeoff and
reduce the product of energy, delay and SER (ED·SER) by 1.8X.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
the modeling of transient SEU. Section 3 presents the Monte Carlo
and trace based SER simulation algorithms. Section 4 discusses the
experimental results. We conclude the paper in Section 5.

2.

TRANSIENT SEU MODELING

2.1 Charge to Voltage Pulse Model
We use the model similar to [6] for transient single event upset
(SEU) in combinational circuits. Further study leveraging more
accurate models [12] will be conducted. When a particle strikes a
sensitive region of a transistor, a current pulse is generated and can
be approximated with a one-parameter function as shown in (1),
r
t
Q
·
· e−t/T
(1)
I(t) ∝
T
T
where Q is the amount of charge and T is the time constant for the
charge collection process. This current pulse due to the charge Q
then generates a voltage pulse at the transistor output, which can be
simulated by SPICE using a transient current source [13].
The shape of the transient voltage pulse can be modeled using rise
time, fall time and duration [10], or a Weibull probability density
function [14]. In our study, we use eﬀective duration [13] to model
the voltage pulse shape, where the effective duration is the duration
during which the voltage level is greater than Vdd /2. The shape of
a voltage pulse depends on Vdd , Vth , charge Q and loading capacitance Cload . For the simplicity of presentation, we use duration to
represent effective duration whenever it is not ambiguous.
As in SRAMs, the critical charge, Qcrit , for combinational circuits is the smallest charge that can generate a voltage pulse with
duration greater than zero [6]. A larger charge Q may result in
a voltage pulse with longer duration. For combinational circuits,
we also measure Qmax , which can generate the voltage pulse with
the longest duration. We use SPICE simulation for SER library
pre-calibration. Given a charge Q, the SER induced by any charge
no smaller than Q can be calculated as,
SER(Q) = F · A · K · e−Q/Qs

(2)

where F is the neutron flux, A is the transistor drain area, K is
a technology independent constant and is the same for all device
settings, and Qs is the charge collection slope. A transistor with
a larger Qs is more effective in collecting charge and has a larger
SER. Qs depends on Vth (due to channel doping density) and Vdd .
A transistor with higher Vth due to a larger channel doping density
may enhance the channel resistance, and thus reduce the collection
process and result in a lower Qs [15]. We use the models in [2] with
linear interpolation to calculate Qs for different Vdd and Vth . Note
that PMOS and NMOS transistors have different Qs . SER(Q)
in (2) depends on the current logic value of the gate output. The
probability of a voltage pulse with duration W due to the charge
between Q and Q + ∆Q can be calculated as,
Pcharge (W ) = SER(Q) − SER(Q + ∆Q)

(3)

The probability of a voltage pulse with the maximum duration
Wmax due to any charge larger than Qmax can be calculated as,
Pcharge (Wmax ) = SER(Qmax )

(4)

While not presented in the paper, our simulation results show that
Qcrit and Qmax depend on Cload and Vdd , but not Vth . A larger
Cload or Vdd implies greater energy (Q) that is required to flip the
gate output. On the other hand, the maximum duration, Wmax , of
the voltage pulse depends on Cload , Vdd and Vth . A larger Cload ,
a larger Vth or a smaller Vdd may result in a larger Wmax . In the
other words, a gate with a larger delay may have a larger Wmax .

2.2 Masking Mechanisms
A transient bit-flip error at a gate output may not affect a combinational logic circuit unless this transient voltage pulse can propagate

through the circuit and be captured by a memory circuit, e.g. a latch
or a flip-flop. There are several masking mechanisms including
logic masking, electrical masking and latch-window masking
for combinational circuits. Logic masking occurs when a transient
voltage pulse at one input of a gate is blocked by this gate, i.e. the
logic value of the gate output is completely determined by its other
inputs under this particular input vector. Logic masking depends
on the circuit input vector and also circuit topology.
Electrical masking occurs when a transient voltage pulse is attenuated in both amplitude and duration by the subsequent logic gate
due to the electrical properties of the gate. It has been shown in [13]
that the effective duration of a voltage pulse can be used to capture
the voltage pulse characteristics in a wide range of logic gates and
charges. In addition, the duration degradation of a transient voltage
pulse is directly affected by its own duration, Win , and the fanout
gate delay, Tdly . We model the duration of the output voltage pulse,
Wout , based on Win and Tdly as follows,
Wout = Win · f (

Win
)
Tdly

(5)

where f (Win /Tdly ) is a function of the ratio between Win and
Tdly . We use SPICE simulation to measure Wout with various
Win , Tdly and a wide range of logic gates, and then extract an
empirical piece wise linear (PWL) function.
After successfully propagating through the combinational circuit
considering logic and electrical maskings, a transient voltage pulse
can only be captured by a latch or a flip-flop during a small window
around its closing clock edge, called a latch window. The size
of this latch window is the minimum duration of a pulse that can
be latched. In our study, we use the latch-window masking model
from [6]. The probability that a voltage pulse at the latch input can
be captured by this latch is calculated as follows,
8
if W < L
< 0
W −L
Platch (W ) =
(6)
if L ≤ W ≤ C + L
C
:
1
if W > C + L
where W is the duration of the voltage pulse at the latch input, L
is the size of latch window, and C is the clock period. When W is
smaller than L, the probability of a soft error, i.e. being captured
by the latch, is zero. On the other hand, a pulse with duration
larger than C + L can cover one full latch window and hence has
a probability of one for a soft error. Since pulse arrival times are
uniformly distributed in a clock cycle, the probability that a pulse
with any intermediate duration may result in a soft error is the linear
interpolation between two extreme cases.

3. CHIP-LEVEL SER SIMULATION
3.1 Monte Carlo Simulation
We develop the Monte Carlo SER simulation based on fault
injection. An input vector is randomly generated for primary inputs
in each clock cycle. Based on this input vector, we traverse the
circuit in the topological order and evaluate the output logic value
of each gate. The critical charge Qcrit and the maximum charge
Qmax can be obtained in the pre-calibrated SER library given the
current device setting, i.e. Vdd and Vth , and Cload of this gate. We
then evenly sample m points between Qcrit and Qmax , where the
ith point has the charge Qi as follows,
Qi = Qcrit + i ·

Qmax − Qcrit
m−1

0≤i≤m−1

(7)

The duration, Wi , of the generated transient voltage pulse due to Qi
can also be obtained from the pre-calibrated library. The probability

for such a charge Qi being collected is Pcharge (Wi ) that can be
calculated by (3) or (4) considering the current logic value of the
gate. We then propagate the voltage pulse with duration Wi through
the fanout cone of the gate considering logic masking and electrical
masking mechanisms. If this voltage pulse successfully propagates
through the circuit and reaches a flip-flop input, the probability of
this voltage pulse being captured by the flip-flop and resulting a
soft error is Platch (Wi ), which can be calculated by (6). Wi is the
voltage pulse duration at the flip-flop input. The chip-level SER
of a voltage pulse with duration Wi due to charge Qi for one gate
within one clock cycle can be calculated as follows,
X
Platch (Wi )
(8)
SERgate (Wi ) = Pcharge (Wi ) ·
latch

where all the flip-flops within the fanout cone of the gate are considered. The average chip-level transient SER is contributed by all
gates in all clock cycles and can be calculated as follows,
P
P P
N
gate
i SERgate (Wi )
SERchip =
(9)
N
where N is the total number of simulated input vectors. Figure 2
shows the the Monte Carlo simulation algorithm and the overall
complexity is O(N m|V |(|V | + |E|)), where N is the total number
of simulated input vectors, m is the number of charge samples, |V |
is the number of gates and |E| is the number of edges in the circuit.
Monte Carlo Simulation:
For each input vector {
Traverse the circuit and evaluate logic value for each gate;
For each gate g the the circuit{
For each Wi associated with Qi {
Calculate Pcharge considering logic value of g;
Traverse the fanout cone of g and accumulate SERN ;
}
}
}
SERN
SERchip =
;
N

Figure 2: The Monte Carlo simulation based on fault
injection for the chip-level transient SER.

3.2 Trace Based Methodology
The above Monte Carlo based simulation has high complexity
with expensive runtime and is impractical for device and architecture concurrent optimization. To enable this concurrent SER
optimization, we propose the efficient, yet accurate, trace based
methodology. We first profile the benchmarks and collect the statistical information, called trace information. The trace information
is invariant when the device setting is changed. We then vary the circuit level model, e.g. gate delay, critical charge Qcrit etc., based on
the device setting. Using the device independent trace information
and the device dependent circuit level model as the inputs, we develop the trace based SER simulation to estimate the chip-level SER
for each hyper-architecture considering the combinations of device
and architecture settings. A similar methodology has been applied
to micro-processors [16] and FPGAs [7] for power optimization.
The details of the trace based SER simulation methodology are
discussed as follows.

3.2.1 Trace Collection
We collect two types of trace information. The first one is logic
probability, i.e. the probability that the stable logic value of each
gate output is logic ‘1’. The second type of trace information
is average logic sensitivity. The logic sensitivity is calculated
for each input of each gate. Given a gate with stable inputs and

output, the gate output is sensitive to an input, i.e. this input has
a sensitivity of one, if changing the logic value of this input will
result in the change of the gate output logic value. For each input
vector, we first traverse the circuit, and evaluate the logic value
and logic sensitivity for each gate output and input, respectively.
We then calculate the logic probability for each gate output and
the average logic sensitivity for each gate input after simulating N
input vectors. The complexity of this trace collection process is
O(N (|V | + |E|)), where N is the total number of input vectors.
Note that the trace only needs to be collected once under one device
setting and can be reused during device and architecture concurrent
optimization. Only steady state logic information is considered
in the trace collection process and it is easy to see that the trace is
independent of timing model and device setting. Therefore we have
the following theorem.
Theorem 1. The trace information including logic probability and average logic sensitivity for gate outputs and inputs are independent of device setting and technology.

3.2.2 Chip-level SER Analysis
Given the collected trace information and the circuit level model,
we then develop the trace based SER simulation algorithm. Similar
to the Monte Carlo simulation, for each gate g in the circuit we
obtain the critical charge Qcrit and maximum charge Qmax from
the pre-calibrated library, and evenly sample m charge points between Qcrit and Qmax using (7). We then obtain the duration Wi
of the voltage pulse due to the ith charge Qi . Instead of directly
calculating the probability of such a charge Qi by (3) or (4) using
the logic value of gate g, we calculate the probability of charge Qi
with the logic probability Pg (1) of gate g as,

Pcharge
(W ) = Pg (1)·Pcharge (W )|(g=1) +(1−Pg (1))·Pcharge (W )|(g=0)
(10)

We then propagate the voltage pulse with duration Wi through
the fanout cone of gate g. During propagation, the average logic
sensitivity is considered to model logic masking statistically. Suppose a voltage pulse with duration Win and probability Pin arrives
at the ith input of a gate g  . With a particular input vector, this
transient voltage pulse may be logically blocked if the gate output
is insensitive to the ith input. In other words, the probability of the
output voltage pulse, Pout , is zero. Without using input vectors, we
degrade the probability Pin of the voltage pulse at the gate input
by a factor of the average logic sensitivity to calculate Pout for the
voltage pulse at the gate output as follows,
Pout = Pin · Average Sensitivity(g  , i)

(11)

where Average Sensitivity(g  , i) is the average logic sensitivity
of gate g  to its ith input. The duration of the voltage pulse at gate
output, Wout , is calculated based on Win and the gate delay Tdly
considering electrical masking as discussed in Section 2.2. If the
voltage pulse duration degrades to zero due to electrical masking,
i.e. Wout = 0, we set Pout to zero and stop propagating through
the fanout cone of this gate. At the first level of propagation from
gate g, the voltage pulse at the output of gate g has a duration of

as calculated by (10). If the voltage
Wi with probability of Pcharge
pulse successfully reaches a flip-flop input, we then further consider
the latch masking using (6) and accumulate the chip-level SER.
Figure 3 presents the high-level algorithm of the trace based
SER simulation. The complexity of the trace based simulation is
O(m|V |(|V | + |E|)), where m is the number of charge samples.
The overall complexity of the trace based methodology including
trace collection is O(N (|V | + |E|) + m|V |(|V | + |E|)), which is
still smaller than the complexity of the Monte Carlo simulation.

Figure 3: The trace based SER simulation.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we conduct the experiments on the largest MCNC
benchmarks [17]. We use the Berkeley predictive device model [18]
at ITRS [5] 65nm technology node. The island style architecture
[19] is used in our study. We assume the sea-level SER with the
same flux F as in [2]. SER is measured in number of failures in one
billion hours (FIT). The baseline hyper-architecture uses the same
cluster and LUT sizes as those used by the Xilinx Virtex-II [11]
(cluster size of 8, LUT size of 4), Vdd suggested by ITRS [5] (0.9v),
and Vth (0.3v) that is optimized for the above architecture and Vdd
considering energy and delay product [7]. The optimization ranges
are {N=6, 8, 10, 12}, {k=3, 4, 5, 6, 7}, {Vdd =0.8v, 0.9v, 1.0v, 1.1v}
and {Vth = 0.2v, 0.25v, 0.3v, 0.35v, 0.4v}.

4.1 Validation of The Trace Based Simulation

SER by M C Sim ulation

0.10

SER by M C sim ulation

We assume Vdd of 0.9v and Vth of 0.3v as suggested by ITRS in
this section. We use fpgaEVA-LP2 [20] to map a benchmark to an
FPGA chip and extract the delay and parasitics annotated gate-level
netlist, which is the input of both the Monte Carlo based simulation
and the traced based one. In our study, we perform the Monte Carlo
simulation for 1000 input vectors such that the fluctuation of the
average SER in the last 50 input vectors is less than 0.5%.
We compare the SER from the trace based simulation with the
the Monte Carlo based one in Figure 4. Each of 20 MCNC benchmarks is mapped to each of 20 FPGA architectures. Figure 4 (a)
compares the two algorithms for each individual benchmark, i.e.
400 comparisons. The maximum absolute difference between the
SER from the two algorithms is 5.8% while the average difference
is only 0.04%. Figure 4 (b) compares the two algorithms for each
architecture, where the SER of one architecture is calculated as the
geometric mean of 20 benchmarks for this architecture. The maximum difference between the SER from the two algorithms for one
architecture is only 0.39% while the average difference is 0.03%.
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4.2 Impact of Architecture and Device Tuning
We use the trace based simulation to perform device and architecture evaluation for SER optimization. Starting with the baseline
hyper-architecture {N=8, k=4, Vdd =0.9v, Vth =0.3v}, we first study
the impact of architecture tuning on SER in Figure 5. From this
figure, we have the following observation.
Observation 1. In general, a larger cluster size N or a
larger LUT size k may lead to a smaller chip-level transient
SER. In addition, tuning cluster size N or LUT size k has
a similar impact on SER.
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Figure 5: The impact of architecture tuning on chiplevel SER with a fixed device setting, i.e. Vdd = 0.9v,
Vth = 0.3v.
The impact of tuning cluster (or LUT) sizes on SER can be obtained by calculating the ratio between the maximum and minimum
SER with a fixed LUT (or cluster) size, but sweeping all possible
cluster (or LUT) sizes. On average, tuning cluster size in {N=6, 8,
10, 12} leads to a 1.6X difference in SER while tuning LUT size
in {k=3, 4, 5, 6, 7} leads to a 1.4X difference in SER. Overall,
with this device setting (Vdd = 0.9v and Vth = 0.3v), architecture
tuning leads to a 2.1X difference in SER, i.e. the architecture (N=6,
k=3) or (N=6, k=5) has a maximum SER of 0.017 FIT while the
architecture (N=12, k=7) has a minimum SER of 0.008 FIT.
Based on the optimized architecture (N=12, k=7), we then study
the impact of device tuning on SER in Figure 6. From this figure,
we have the following observation.
Observation 2. In general, a higher Vdd or a higher Vth
may lead to a smaller chip-level transient SER. In addition,
tuning Vdd or Vth has a similar impact on SER.

0.020
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Figure 4: The comparison of the chip-level transient
SER between the Monte Carlo (MC) simulation and
the traced based simulation.
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In addition, it takes 48 hours of runtime to perform the Monte
Carlo based simulation for one architecture with 20 benchmarks. On
the other hand, it only takes 5 hours to collect the trace information
as defined in Section 3.2 and 3 minutes to perform trace based
simulation for the same set of benchmarks. Note that the trace
information only needs to be collected once and can be re-used
in device and architecture concurrent optimization. The amortized
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speedup of the trace based SER simulation is 1000X compared to
the Monte Carlo based simulation. It is clear that the trace based
SER simulation is highly efficient and accurate compared to the
Monte Carlo based simulation.

TransientSER (FIT)

Trace Based Algorithm:
For each gate g the the circuit{
For each Wi associated with Qi {

Calculate Pcharge
considering logic probability of g;
Traverse the fanout cone of g and accumulate SERchip ;
}
}
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Figure 6: The impact of device tuning on chip-level
SER with a fixed FPGA architecture (N=12, k=7).

Similar to the impact of tuning cluster (or LUT) sizes, we study
the impact of tuning Vdd (or Vth ) on SER. On average, tuning Vdd
in {0.8v, 0.9v, 1.0v, 1.1v} leads to a 1.6X difference in SER while
tuning Vth in {0.2v, 0.25v, 0.3v, 0.35v, 0.4v} also leads to a 1.6X
difference in SER. Tuning Vdd or Vth has a similar impact on SER.
Overall, with the architecture (N=12, k=7), device tuning leads
to an 2.2X difference in SER, i.e. the device setting (Vdd =0.8v,
Vth =0.25v) has a maximum SER of 0.012 FIT while the device
setting (Vdd =1.1v, Vth =0.35v) has a minimum SER of 0.0054 FIT.
Moreover, compared to architecture tuning, device tuning has a
similar impact on SER.

4.3 Device and Architecture Concurrent
Optimization
There are three methods to perform device and architecture optimization. In the first two methods, we can first optimize architecture
(or device) then optimize device (or architecture) given the optimized architecture (or device). In the third method, we optimize
architecture and device concurrently, called concurrent method.
While not presented here, our experimental results show that only
the concurrent method can guarantee the global optimal solution.
Due to the efficient trace based simulation algorithm, the overall
runtime including the trace collection process of the concurrent
method is affordable (25 hours). The concurrent optimization leads
to a 4.6X difference in SER, i.e. hyper-architectures {N=12, k=6,
Vdd =1.1v, Vth =0.4v} and {N=6, k=3, Vdd =0.8v, Vth =0.2v} obtain
a minimum SER of 0.0052 FIT and maximum SER of 0.024 FIT
within the whole solution space, respectively.

baseline
Min-ED
Min-SER
Min-ED·SER

hyper-architecture
{N, k, Vdd , Vth }
{8, 4, 0.9v, 0.3v}
{12, 4, 0.9v, 0.25v}
{12, 6, 1.1v, 0.4v}
{10, 6, 1.0v, 0.3v}

ED
(nJ·ns)
1.2X
14.7
3.3X
1.2X

SER
(FIT)
2.8X
2.2X
0.0052
1.4X

ED·SER
(nJ·ns·FIT)
1.8X
1.2X
1.8X
0.14

Table 1: Comparison between the baseline, min-ED,
min-SER and min-ED·SER hyper-architectures.
We further consider the energy, delay and SER tradeoff during
the concurrent optimization. We use Ptrace [7] to estimate energy
and delay for each hyper-architecture. Table 1 compares the baseline, min-ED, min-SER and min-ED·SER hyper-architectures in
detail. In this table, ED product, SER and ED·SER product in each
column are normalized to the minimum corresponding value, respectively. The min-SER hyper-architecture reduces SER by 2.8X
compared to the baseline but obtains a 3.3X larger ED product compared to the min-ED one. As a result, the min-SER and baseline
hyper-architectures obtain the same ED·SER product. On the other
hand, the min-ED·SER hyper-architecture obtains a 1.4X larger
SER and 1.2X larger ED compared to the min-SER and min-ED
hyper-architectures, respectively. Compared to the baseline hyperarchitecture, the min-ED·SER one obtains the same ED product but
reduces SER by 2X (2.8X/1.4X=2X). Moreover, the min-ED·SER
hyper-architecture obtains a 1.8X, 1.2X or 1.8X smaller ED·SER
product compared to the baseline, min-ED and min-SER hyperarchitectures, respectively. The min-ED·SER hyper-architecture
achieves the best energy, delay and SER tradeoff.

5.

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this paper, we have shown that continuous CMOS scaling
dramatically increases the significance of FPGA chip-level transient
soft errors in circuit elements other than configuration memory,
and transient SER can no longer be ignored. We have developed

an efficient, yet accurate, trace based simulation for FPGA chiplevel transient SER considering logic, electrical and latch-window
maskings. The statistical trace information on logic probability
and logic sensitivity is collected once for a given set of benchmark
circuits and can be reused during optimization.
We have also performed device and architecture concurrent optimization for FPGA chip-level SER. Overall, device and architecture
concurrent tuning leads to a 4.6X difference in SER. Compared to
the baseline hyper-architecture similar to a commercial one [11]
with delay and energy optimized, the hyper-architecture with minimum SER (min-SER) reduces SER by 2.8X. In general, a larger
cluster/LUT size or a higher Vdd /Vth may lead to a smaller chiplevel SER. We have further considered the energy, delay and SER
tradeoff during the concurrent optimization and reduce the product
of energy, delay and SER (ED·SER) by 1.8X.
In the future, we will explore more device parameters and study
early stage technology optimization considering the impact of FPGA
synthesis and architecture leveraging the trace based methodology.
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